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The San-chieh (Three Levels) was a popular and influential Chinese Buddhist
movement during the Sui and T'ang periods, counting powerful statesmen,
imperial princes, and even an empress, Empress Wu, among its patrons. In spite,
or perhaps because, of its proximity to power, the San-chieh movement ran afoul
of the authorities, and its teaching and texts were officially proscribed numerous
times over a several-hundred-year history. This study of the San-chieh
movement uses manuscripts discovered at Tun-huang to examine the doctrine
and institutional practices of this movement in the larger context of Mahayana
doctrine and practice.
Seeks To Trace The Growth Of The Buddhist Community, To Indicate Its
Relation To The World Of Hindu And Non-Hindu Society And To Follow The Rise
And Development Of The Doctrines From Their Legendary Origin Into The
System Which Has Sread Over A Great Part Of Asia. This Reprint Of The Work
Originally Published In London In 1933, Contains 19 Chapters, 2 Appendices, 4
Plates, Bibliography And Index.
Parsonalism was a remarkable and durable aspect of an important part of early
Buddhism. For more than ten centuries it was taught and defended by several
schools and had numerous followers but was strongly criticised by other Buddhist
schools.The Literature of the Personalists of Early Buddhism attempts to present
an historical overview of the personalist schools and studies on the formation and
content of the doctrine (dharma) and monastic discipline of the Pudgalavadins in
accordance with the documentation available.
This short treatise explains in detail the principle of Radical Pluralism which
asserts that the elements alone are realities while every combination of them is a
mere name covering a plurality of separate elements. The principle has been
elucidated by its contrast with Arambhavada which maintains the reality of the
whole as well as of the elements and with Parinama-vada which ascribes
absolute reality to the whole. The work is divided into sixteen sections dealing
with Skandhas, Ayatanas, Dhatus, Elements of mind, Pratityasamutpada, Karma,
Impermanence in Sankhya-Yoga, Theory of Cognition, Pre-Buddhaic Buddhism
etc. It has two appendices dealing with the views of Vasubandhu on the
fundamental principles of Sarvastivada and the classification of all elements of
existence according to the Sarvastivadins. The two indices appended to the work
record proper names and Sanskrit terms occurring in the work.
Reflects the current state of scholarship in Buddhist Studies, its entries being
written by specialists in many areas, presenting an accurate overview of Buddhist
history, thought and practices, most entries having cross-referencing to others
and bibliographical references. Contain around 1000 pages and 500,000 words,
totalling around 1200 entries.
The Conception of Buddhist Nirvana provides an English Translation of
Nagarjuna`s chapters on Causality and Nirvana and Chandrakiriti`s
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comprehensive commentary on the Sanskrit Text and presents a rare exposition
of the Madhyamaka Dialectic. The book is edited by Jaideva Singh with an
exhaustive introduction, containing the historical background of the Madhyamaka
philosophy, a lucid exposition of its merciless logic, an admirable presentation of
its uncanny metaphysics and a systematic account of its soteriology and
Buddhol;ogy. The editor has also provided and Analysis of Contents and has
added those portions of the text and the Sanskrit commentary on the basis of
which Stcherbatsky wrote out his book. This will enable the reader to make a
comparative study of Stcherbatsky;s version with the Original Sanskrit.
"No other work treating Indian philosophy on a comparable scale contains the
illuminating comparisons between doctrines of Indian schools and the thought of
Western philosophy ranging from Plato to Sartre and Wittgenstein...It will,
moreover, contribute to the understanding of Western philosophy by Indian
thinkers and vice versa...Raju has an intimate acquaintance with a remarkable
range of Western thinkers and this distinguishes his work from most of what has
gone before...Raju, moreover, is himself a critical thinker and consequently,
although he has written a history, he treats the ideas and doctrines in a
philosophical mode and his assessments of positions are often original and
illuminating." -- John E. Smith, Clark Professor of Philosophy, Yale University
"Purpose: To deal with Indian philosophy in a fashion reflecting the way the best
German historians of philosophy deal with Western philosophy...The book is
remarkable for its comprehensiveness in combination with extensive critical
discussions...Raju's book...is more critical than Radhakrishnan's and more
philosophical than Dasgupta's. Radhakrishnan's comments are far less
philosophically sophisticated and interesting than Raju's....a monument to a
senior Indian philosopher's lifelong study and thoughtful critical consideration of
the great classical systems of his tradition." -- Karl H. Potter, Professor of
Philosophy, University of Washington "Raju's credentials are impeccable. He is
one of the few scholars in the world who could presume to write a major work on
Indian thought. Accordingly, his knowledge of the Indian schools is accurate and
impressive. To the extent that one of his intentions is to cast those schools in
terms which make them more intelligible to western readers, his work measures
up very well." -- Harold H. Oliver, Professor of Philosophy, Boston University
First Published in 1991. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
First published in 2005. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
This book brings important new dimensions to the interface between
contemporary Western science and ancient Eastern wisdom. Here for the first
time the concepts and insights of general systems theory are presented in
tandem with those of the Buddha. Remarkable convergences appear between
core Buddhist teachings and the systems view of reality, arising in our century
from biology and extending into the social and cognitive sciences. Giving a
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cogent introduction to both bodies of thought, and a fresh interpretation of the
Buddha’s core teaching of dependent co-arising, this book shows how their
common perspective on causality can inform our lives. The interdependence of
all beings provides the context for clarifying both the role of meditative practice
and guidelines for effective action on behalf of the common good.
The second volume of Dr Joseph Needham's great work Science and Civilisation in
China is devoted to the history of scientific thought. Beginning with ancient times, it
describes the Confucian milieu in which arose the organic naturalism of the great Taoist
school, the scientific philosophy of the Mohists and Logicians, and the quantitative
materialism of the Legalists. Thus we are brought on to the fundamental ideas which
dominated scientific thinking in the Chinese middle ages. The author opens his
discussion by considering the remote and pictographic origins of words fundamental in
scientific discourse, and then sets forth the influential doctrines of the Two Forces and
the Five Elements. Subsequently he writes of the important sceptical tradition, the
effects of Buddhist thought, and the Neo-Confucian climax of Chinese naturalism. Last
comes a discussion of the conception of Laws of Nature in China and the West.
Unparalleled in scope and detail, this classic history of Zen covers all important ideas
and developments in the tradition from its beginnings in India through the Sung period
in China.
Hajime Nakamura argues with remarkable erudition that particular intellectual and
social developments can be traced in all great cultures; that each culture deals with its
problems in about the same order. Discussing, in their similarities and in their subtle
differences, ideas from India, China, Japan and Europe, the author considers such
inclusive notions as the concept of God, the controversy over universals and the nature
of orthodoxy and heterodoxy. This is a lucid and rewarding book which sets a new
standard for dealing with a history of thought across many cultures.
This book offers a systematic analysis of one of the most important concepts
characterizing the Yogacara School of Buddhism (the last creative stage of Indian
Buddhism) as outlined and explained in one of its most authoritative and influential
texts, Lankavatara-sutra. Compiled in the second half of the fourth-century A.D., this
sutra not only represents a comprehensive synthesis of both early and late religiophilosophical ideas crucial to the understanding of Buddhism in India, but it also
provides an insight into the very early roots of the Japanese Zen Buddhism in the heart
of the South Asian esotericism. The first part of the book outlines the three-fold nature
of Being, as conceptualized in Buddhist metaphysics. The author uses an interpretive
framework borrowed from the existentialist philosophy of Heidegger, in order to
separate the transcendental Essence of Being from its Temporal manifestation as Self,
and from its Spatial or Cosmic dimension. The second part clarifies the Buddhist
approach to knowledge in its religious, transcendental sense and it shows that the
Buddhists were actually first in making use of dialectical reasoning for the purpose of
transcending the contradictory dualities imbedded in the common ways of perceiving,
thinking, and arguing about reality.
This book is a coverage of the Mahayana Buddhistic logic of the school of Dignaga. It is
in fact the most important work on Buddhist logic ever published. A classic of oriental
research, it is founded on a thorough study of original Indian and Tibetan compositions
by the great Buddhist logicians. The author was one of the leaders of the St. Petersburg
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school that did monumental work in the field of Indology during the first quarter of this
century.
In arriving at the heart of Buddhist philosophy, Nolan Pliny Jacobson attempts to eliminate
some of the confusion in the West (and perhaps in the East as well) concerning the Buddhist
view of what is concrete and ultimately real in the world. Jacobson presents N?g?rjuna, the
Plato of the Buddhist tradition, as the major exemplar of the Buddhist expression of life. In his
comparison of Buddhism and Western theology, Jacobson demonstrates that some efforts in
Western religious thought approach the Buddhist empirical stance.
The author of this volume, an accomplished philologist, historian and philosopher, analyzes the
relevant earlier and later texts and traces the epistemological foundations of Pali canonical
thought from the Vedic period onwards. Originally published in 1963, it sheds new light on later
developments and elucidates from the Indian point of view some of the basic problems of the
conflict between metaphysics and logical and linguistic analysis.
Written by Sir Charles Eliot (1862-1931) one of the great scholars of Eastern religion and
philosophy, this book provides an in depth account of the history of Buddhism in Japan.
The Conception of Buddhist Nirv?naBy Th. StcherbatskyMadhyamakak?rik?Motilal
Banarsidass Publ.
I. RATNAKIRTI. HIS PHILOSOPHICAL CONGENERS AND ADVERSARIES Ratnakirti
flourished early in the 11th century A.D. at the University of Vi kramasila, a member of the
Yogacara-Vijnanavada school oflate Buddhist philosophy. Thakur characterizes Ratnakirti's
writing as "more concise and logical though not so poetical" 1 as that of his guru,
Jfianasrimitra, two of 2 whose dicta are focal points of the present work. From a translogical or
absolute point of view, Ratnakirti endorses a form of 3 solipsistic idealism. The
Sarhtdndntaradu$alJa, his proof of solipsism written from the standpoint ofthe highest truth
(paramdrtha), concludes that an exter nal nonmental continuum is impossible. In ultimate
reality the cognizing sub ject, its act of awareness, and the cognized object coalesce - all are
fabrications superposed on what is really an indivisible evanescent now (svalak$alJa). 4 As
Ratnakirti's predecessors have put it: There is neither an 'I' nor a 'he' nor a 'you' nor even an
'it'; neither the thing, nor the not-thing; neither a law nor a system; neither the terms nor the
relations. But there are only the cognitive events of colourless sensations which have forms but
no names. They are caught for a moment in a stream and then rush to naught. Even the
stream is a fiction. That sensum of the moment, the purest particular, that advaya, the
indivisible unit of cognition, that is the sole reality, the rest are all fictions, stirred up by timehonoured 5 convention of language which is itself a grand fiction.
Articles on Buddhist philosophy.
This work is intended to the study of the Yogacara Buddhist philosop[hy together with its
commentaries and notes for better comprehensibility of the contents of three edited and
translated texts, namely, Alambanapariksavrtti of Dignaga; the vimsatika
Vijnaptimatratasiddhih of Vasubandhu and Trisvabhavakarika of Vasubandhu.
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